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Old Dogs and New Tricks:
Determinants of the Adoption of
Productivity-EnhancingWork
Practices
A LARGE BODY of theoretical research in economics models firms'
choices of employment practices. For example, a number of studies
model the choice of compensation practices, such as profit sharing,
efficiency wages, piece rates, team rewards, or other pay-for-productivity plans. Otherwork focuses not on compensationpracticesbut on
other work practices, such as the use of work teams, screening of
workers, and sharingof financial informationwith workers.' Finally,
other studies model the adoption of clusters of practices rather than
individualpractices.2These models typically explain the observedvariation in firms' work practices by pointing to differences in factors,
such as the cost of observing employee effort, the separabilityof employee effort, the separability of employee tasks on the job, or the
relative value of quality versus quantityin the profit function of each
firm.
In this paper we conduct an empirical investigationof the adoption
of new work practices in a unique data set. The data set contains
We would like to thankseminarparticipantsat the BrookingsInstitutionandCarnegie
Mellon Universityfor their comments, individualsin the steel industrywho generously
gave their time to this project, and LindaChristiefor her valuableassistance.
1. For reviews of recentmodels in this streamof literature,see Lazear(1991, 1992).
2. See especially Holmstromand Milgrom (1994); Milgrom and Roberts (1993);
Kandeland Lazear(1992); and Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy(1994).
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longitudinalinformationon thirty-six productionlines in the steel industry, lines thatproducethe same productwith very comparabletechnologies. Due to the homogeneity of the productiontechnology in the
sample, we are able to exclude fromconsiderationmanyof the possible
driversof the choice of work practices, such as differences in the cost
of observing effort levels or the separabilityof tasks on the job, which
are likely to be the same across lines in this sample. The sample, which
was assembled through personal visits to plants, accounts for most
existing facilities of this kind in the United States.
Historically, employment practices in many manufacturingestablishments could be characterizedby narrowlydefinedjobs, senioritybased promotionrules, and strict supervisionby foremen, but that set
of observedpracticesis now slowly changing. Morerecently, managers
of many manufacturingestablishmentshave been espousing very different employment practices that emphasize flexibility in job assignments, employee participationin work teams, employee problemsolving, and open communicationbetween managersand workers. In prior
work we establish evidence that clusters of the newer work practices
lead to substantiallyhigherlevels of productivityin this sampleof steel
productionlines.3 Given the similarityof the productionlines and their
products,the questionnaturallyarises:why haven't more lines adopted
these new work practice innovations that appearto have such strong
effects on productivity?
To addressthis question, we focus on the costs of adoptingnew work
practices in modeling adoption. Because of the similarityof the lines,
the expected revenue gains from adoptingthe new practices should be
similar across lines in this sample. This suggests thatthe limited adoption of the productivity-enhancingpractices must largely pertain to
differences in the costs of adoption. The costs of adoptioninclude the
costs of gatheringinformationabout new work practices and their effects on performanceand the costs of overcomingthe resistanceto new
work practices among managers and employees with long histories
under more traditionalwork practices.
Estimates from the model of the adoptionof innovative work practices reveal several clear empiricalpatterns.First, there are large birth
effects. The youngest plants are considerablymore likely to have the
3. Ichniowski, Shaw, and Prennushi(1993).
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new, productivity-enhancing, workplace innovations. Furthermore,
work practices, includingthe older more traditionalwork practicesthat
are associated with the lowest levels of productivity, persist for long
periods of time. However, the analysis does reveal certain conditions
underwhich old lines will adopt the newer work practice innovations.
These conditions include the threatof plant shutdown, often coupled
with the introductionof new managerswho supportthe philosophy of
new work practices.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly describe the
sample of productionlines and the data on employmentpractices. We
then review theoreticalmodels and empiricalevidence that work practices shouldbe adoptedin clustersbecause of complementaritiesamong
work practices; we also summarizepast results that documentsignificant productivityadvantagesassociatedwith sets of the new work practices. Given the estimated productivity advantages of the new work
practices, we take up the question of why more of these production
lines do not have the most productivework practices. Ourmodel of the
adoptionof workpracticeinnovationsemphasizesthe costs of switching
employment practices. We then develop the empirical model of the
adoption of work practices and present empirical results. Finally, we
review evidence from interviews to provide a richer interpretationof
the factors that determinethe adoptionof work practices.

Sample Design and Data
The sample for this study comes from the steel industry. Observations in the sample are not steel companies, divisions of steel companies, or even steel mills. Rather,each observationis a single production
line within a mill-one very specific kind of steel finishing line. The
productionprocess for each of these finishing lines is the same. A line
accepts large rolls, or coils, of cold-rolled steel as input. The coil is
unrolledinto the line so thata long sheet of steel threadsits way through
the finishingprocess. Once a coil is completely unrolled, the end of the
coil at the entry end of the line is welded to the startof a new coil. The
productionprocess is thereforecontinuous. The strip of finished steel
coming off the exit end of the line is rolled back into coils and then
cut. Large integrated steel mills can have from one to four of these
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finishinglines, while some smallercompaniesoperateonly a few standalone lines. Most lines are mannedby seven or eight operators.
Of approximatelysixty finishing lines of this kind in the United
States, we personallyvisited forty-five lines owned by twenty-onedifferent companies. During each visit, which lasted from one to three
days, we conducted interviews and toured the productionlines. The
sample includes all but one of the large integratedsteel companies.
During these visits and through follow-up phone calls, we collected
dataon the employmentpracticesat each line, details of the machinery,
quality and productivitymeasures, and other factors that are used to
estimate a model of adoptionof work practicesin these lines. In total,
the sample contains up to 2,190 monthly observationson thirty-six of
these productionlines that provided operating data, or on average a
little more than five years of monthlydata from the mid-1980s to early
1990s on the thirty-six lines.
Data on Human Resource Management Practices

The data on employmentpractices, which we also referto as human
resource management(HRM) practices, were gatheredat each site by
administeringa standardized,but open-ended, interviewprotocol with
humanresource managers,labor relations managers, operationsmanagers of the finishing lines, superintendents,line workers, and union
representativesin organized lines. In this way we overcame the limitation of prior research, which typically relied on a single informant
per organization,often throughmail surveys. In addition,the responses
regarding HRM practices refer to the specific productionline under
study, not to an entire plant. Finally, the informationfrom our on-site
interviewsis supplementedwith primarysourcerecordsfrompersonnel
files, personnel manuals, collective bargainingagreements, and other
documents.
Fromthese sourceswe constructan extensive set of dummyvariables
for each line in each monthto describethe lines' HRMpractices.These
variables measurepractices in all majorHRM policy areas, including
recruitingand selection, incentive compensation,team-basedwork organization,flexiblejob assignment,employmentsecurity, training,and
communicationprocedures.A representativelist of thirteenHRM variables is shown in table 1 along with definitionsof the variables.
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These dataon HRMpracticeswill be used to constructthe dependent
variables in the empirical models of the adoption of work practices.
One approachwould be to examine individualHRM practices, such as
incentive pay or the use of teams, as separate dependent variables.
However, recent theoreticaland empirical work suggests that this approach will be misleading since firms often adopt clusters of related
HRMpolicies andnot individualpracticesin isolation.4Before describing the specific measureswe constructto representthe overall environment of HRM practices in these lines, we discuss the theoreticalwork
that argues that work practices will often be adopted in clusters. We
then review data on the distributionof HRM practices in our sample.

Theories of Complementarity among HRM Practices
Several recent theoretical studies on incentive contracts argue that
HRM practices are often adopted in clusters ratherthan individually.
Three of these studies describe reasons for complementaritiesamong
work practices that may be particularlyapplicable to our sample of
manufacturing operations.
Complementary Practices to Elicit Workers' Ideas

To achieve high levels of productivity,it is often necessaryto elicit
employees' ideas for improving productivity. Milgrom and Roberts
arguethatsystems of multipleHRMpracticesare most likely to accomplish this objective.5Employees often possess detailed knowledge that
managementdoes not have aboutthe productionprocess.While problemsolving teams have been developedto help elicit this kindof knowledge,
employmentsecurityis a necessarycomplementto these teams because
workersare concernedthat their ideas for improvingproductivitywill
jeopardizetheir own jobs or those of their co-workers.Milgrom and
Robertsargue furtherthat employmentsecuritywill in turnbe complementarywith a numberof otherworkpractices.A systemof complemen4. For theoreticalmodels of workpracticecomplementarities,see especially Holmstrom and Milgrom (1994). In additionto our own empiricalwork on the productivity
effects of clustersof workpractices(Ichniowski,Shaw, andPrennushi,1993), see recent
studiesby MacDuffie(1995) and Huselid (1995).
5. Milgromand Roberts(1993).
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tary practices to elicit workers' productivity-improving
ideas includes
work teams, employmentsecurity, flexibility in job assignments, and
additionaltrainingto provide workers with the necessary skills to be
productivein multiplejob assignments.
Complementary Practices to Overcome Free Riding

In many manufacturingsettings, incentives are paid only to groups,
ratherthan to individuals, so free riding can be a problem. Kandeland
Lazearshow that group incentives can stimulatehigherperformanceif
group incentives are coupled with several other HRM practices that
help addressfree-riderproblems.6First, they suggest thatfirmsneed to
adoptrigorousselection proceduresandextensive indoctrinationefforts
when hiring workers in order to sort out those who would be likely to
free ride; firms also need to establish norms of behavior that inhibit
shirking by workers. Second, when group incentives are used, team
meetings can be just as importantfor providingopportunitiesfor workers to monitoreach other as they are for workingon specific tasks that
might occur in teams. Accordingto KandelandLazear,HRMpractices
that are complementaryinputs into the productionfunction of certain
firmsinclude group-basedpay incentives, careful screeningand indoctrination, and regularmeetings among groups or teams of workers.
Complementary Practices to Make Subjective Appraisals of
Workers Effective

Many compensationschemes tie workers' pay to at most one variable, such as quantityof output, thereby undermininglong-run profits
that can depend on other factors as well, such as quality of output.
Multiple HRM practices can help make compensation schemes that
incorporatemultiple dimensions of performancemore effective. Some
valued dimensionsof a firm's productmay be difficultto measure, and
they may dependon equally difficult-to-measureaspects of employees'
behavior, such as their innovation, dependability, cooperation, and
initiative. Accordingto Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy, "subjective incentive contracts," such as personnel evaluations of the subjective
aspectsof workers'contributions,areundercertaincircumstancescom6. Kandeland Lazear(1992).
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plementarywith incentive pay schemes based on objective measuresof
performance,such as physical output.7For example, the HRMpractice
of problem-solving teams, which requires employees to demonstrate
cooperationand initiative, can be complementarywith objective incentive pay plans based on more easily measuredoutputs.
Implications

These theories imply that HRM practices should be distributedin
clusters of related practices. This point is importantbecause it argues
that the dependent HRM variables for this study should measure the
overall HRM environmentas determinedby groupsof work practices.
The theories also imply that specific clusters of HRM practicesmay be
better suited for eliciting worker ideas and initiative and overcoming
free-riderproblems(and therebyproducehigherlevels of productivity)
than other combinations of practices. Any productivity differentials
attributableto certain HRM practices would be an importantsource
of revenues motivating firms to adopt these practices. We now turn
to evidence from the sample of steel production lines on these two
predictions.

The Distribution of HRM Practices and Evidence of
Clusters of Complementary Practices
Table 1 presentedinformationon the distributionsof a representative
sample of thirteen HRM variables. Even in this very homogeneous
sample of steel productionlines, some HRM practices (such as those
in item 7 to enhance labor-managementcommunication)were much
more common than others (such as those in items 2 and 5 to screen
workerscarefully and to improvejob flexibility).
Table 2 shows a differentaspectof the distributionof HRMpractices
across lines. It presents data on the combinations of HRM practices
found in the thirty-six lines as of January1992.
The distributionsin table 2 suggest that HRM practices do tend to
be adoptedin clusters. In particular,the four combinationsof practices
displayedin columns 1, 7, 8, and 9 accountfor a full two-thirdsof the
7. Baker, Gibbons, and Murphy(1994).
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HRM combinations found in all lines in 1992. In the sample 16.7
percent have none of the HRM practices listed in table 2 (column 9).
Anothervery distinctive group, which accounts for an additional 11.1
percentof the sample, has all of the HRMpolicies (table 2, column 1).
The two other combinationsof HRM policies shown in columns 7 and
8 of table 2 account for another 42 percent of the sample. In these
observationsthere is always some labor-managementcommunication
process and a formal work team policy with low levels of employee
participationin teams. The only difference between these two groups
is that one has an employmentsecurity policy and the other does not.
The combinations of HRM practices in the remaining third of the
lines (table 2, columns 2 to 6) are not so neatly described, but they still
show distinctivefeatures.The lines in these columnsalwayshave labormanagementcommunicationprocesses (item 7). In all cases but one
they have teampolicies with high levels of employee participation(item
3a) and regularskills training(item 2). However, the lines vary widely
in the extent to which they adopt line-specific incentive pay plans,
flexible job assignment policies, careful screening policies, and employment security.
Anotherway of documentingthe complementarityof practices is to
show thatindividualpracticesare positively correlatedwith each other.
Table 3 shows simple bivariatecorrelationsamong the HRM practices
described in tables 1 and 2. Table 3 contains one observationfor each
different HRM combinationexperienced by a line. For the thirty-six
productionlines in our sample, thereare fifty-fourdifferentHRMcombinations, indicatingthatthe thirty-sixlines experiencedeighteen combinations besides those for 1992 shown in table 2. As expected from
the limited numberof HRM practice combinationsshown in table 2,
table 3 reveals many significantpositive correlationsamong the HRM
practices.
The distributionof HRMpracticesdescribedin tables 2 and 3 shows
that certainHRM practices are adoptedonly in the presence of certain
other HRM practices. The distributionalso shows strong positive correlationsbetween many practices. Both patternsare consistent with the
idea that HRM practices are complementary.Based on this evidence,
the dependent variables in the empirical analysis of adoption should
measurethe overall HRMenvironmentbecause firmsoften adoptat one
time a set of related work practices.
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Table3. Correlationsamong HRM Practices

HRM practices

PROF
SHARE
(1)

INCENT
(2)

HI
SCREEN
(3)

HI
TEAM
(4)

FORMAL
TEAM
(5)

Incentive pay
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1.0

2. INCENT
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3. HI SCREEN
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1.0

-.088
.456***
1.0

-.031

.1 16***

.503***

.289***

.436***

.000
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1.0
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Measuring Complementary Clusters of HRM Practices
In order to create useful measures of clusters of HRM practices, we
grouped HRM practices using several different procedures.8 Each procedure weights the individual HRM practices for each line and creates
a unidimensional index, which we label HRINDEX, with values that
are specific to each line at each point in time.9 For example, the Nominate statistical procedure produces an index that ranges from - 1 to 1,
8. The four groupingproceduresare Nominate scaling, Guttmanscaling, multidimensionalscaling, andscaling accordingto a simple additiveindex of the HRMdummy
variables.For a descriptionof the firstthreescaling algorithms,see Poole andRosenthal
(1991), andGhiselli, Campbell,andZedeck(198 1). See ourpreviouswork(Ichniowski,
Shaw, and Prennushi,1993) for details of the applicationof these proceduresto the data
on HRM practicesfrom this study's sample.
9. To provide as rich a descriptionof the productionlines' overall HRM environments as possible, we consider a largerset of HRM variablesthan is listed in table 1.
We introduce twenty-six practices into the grouping procedures. In addition to the
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Table3. Continued
HI
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POL
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(6)
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(9)
- .166

- .031
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.299**

.427***

.049
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.343**
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.372***
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.325**
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.436***
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.630***
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.185
.191

.434*** .434***
.418*** .178
.087
.319**

.659***

.429***

.352***

.064

.255*

.137

.121
.185

.172
.336**

.526*** .031
.477*** .194
1.0
- .152
1.0

.032

1.0

.084

LO
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(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

- .084

.473***
1.0

- .053

.352***

.779*** - .046
1.0
.000
1.0

.418*** .356***
1.0
.244*
1.0

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel production lines. N = 54 observations with one observation for
each distinct HRM environment experienced by a line. The number of observations on different HRM environments per
finishing line ranges from I to 3. For the MEETU variable, we assign nonunion lines a value of I because of regular meetings
with workers. For variable definitions, see table I.
*Significant at . 10 level.
**Significant at .05 level.
***Significant at .01 level.

where lines with an index value of 1 have the most innovative set of
HR practices, and lines with an HRINDEX of - 1 have the least innovative set of practices. We then take the HRINDEX created by each
alternative grouping procedure and look for natural breakpoints in its
values. Observations are grouped into four clusters based on these
breakpoints. We find that the grouping procedures produce very highly
correlated HR indices, and they also produce nearly identical groupings
of observations into the four HRM clusters. Thus, the alternative stathirteenHRM practiceslisted in table 1, we considerdummyvariablesfor intermediate
levels of workerscreening;trainingin problem-solvingskills; the presenceof informal
work teams assembled on an "as needed" basis; supportof the local union for team
activities;employee participationin updatingwork procedures;salary-based,pay-forknowledgeplans; and combinedjob classificationsbetween operatorsand maintenance
workers.
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tistical procedures produce remarkably similar results. This is because
the simple patterns of HRM practices revealed in table 2 show lines
progressing through a series of practices from no innovative work practices (column 9) to having all possible innovative work practices (column 1). The HRINDEX is a measure of the extent of this progression.
Table 4 describes the four clusters of HRM practices identified consistently by all of the grouping procedures. These clusters of HRM
practices, or "HRM systems," subsume the more detailed categories
of HRM practice combinations shown in table 2. At one extreme are
lines with none of the innovative practices. This category (labeled HRM
System 4 in table 4, column 4) matches column 9 in table 2. It accounts
for 17 percent of all lines in 1992 and for 37 percent of all observations
in the panel sample of monthly observations. At the other extreme are
lines with all of the innovative practices. This category (labeled HRM
System 1 in table 4, column 1) corresponds to lines in column 1 of table
2 and accounts for 11 percent of all lines in 1992 and 9 percent of the
panel sample.
Lines having HRM System 3 have practices that are similar to HRM
System 4 except that the lines with System 3 always have some form
of labor-management communication, either regular information sharing or labor-management meetings (items 7a and b), and some formal
work team policy with low levels of employee participation (items 3a,
3b, and c). This category corresponds to lines in columns 7 and 8 in
table 2, and accounts for 42 percent of all lines in 1992 and 41 percent
of the panel sample. The remaining lines have HRM System 2, which
consists of many but not all of the innovative HRM practices. Regular
skills training and high levels of employee participation in teams are
hallmarks that differentiate it from HRM systems 3 and 4. This system
matches columns 2 through 6 in table 2 and accounts for 31 percent of
all lines in 1992 and 12 percent of the panel sample.
In addition to these categorical HRM System variables, we measure
the overall HRM environment of the lines using the unidimensional
HRINDEX created by the scaling procedures. The last item of table 4
shows the distribution of the HRINDEX score for each of the four HRM
systems as generated by the Nominate scaling procedure. The scaling
procedure generates an index score for each observation that ranges
from a low of - 1 in HRM-System 4 lines with none of the innovative
practices to a high of + 1 in HRM System 1 lines with all of the
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innovative practices.10Lines with HRM systems 2 or 3 have intermediate values of this HRM index, but in no case is there any overlap in
the index values for lines in different HRM systems.
The Effects of HRM Practices on Productivity

Productivitygains from adoptinginnovative sets of HRM practices
provide furtherevidence of complementarities.Evidence on the productivity effects of HRM practices provides an importantcontext for
this study's empirical work on the adoptionof work practices. In particular, any systematicproductivityeffects attributableto certainHRM
practices, or certain combinationsof HRM practices, would increase
the revenues of lines and thereforebe an importantreason for lines to
adopt those practices. In our previous work we analyzedthe effects of
these HRM practices on productivityin this sample of steel finishing
lines, and we review those findings here to provide a necessary backgroundfor the empiricalwork on adoption.
The homogeneous sample of steel finishing lines allowed us to develop particularlyconvincing estimates of the productivityeffects of
HRM practices. In particular,the homogeneous sample eliminates the
effects of many factors that would confoundthe productivitycomparisons in more broadlydefined samples. Furthermore,aftertouringeach
line and collecting detailed operatingdata, we were able to develop a
model of the productionfunction that capturedthe specific details of
this steel finishing process."' The model is estimated using the panel
sample of 2,190 monthlyobservationson the performanceof the thirtysix steel finishing lines.
The dependent variable of primary interest in the analysis is the
uptime of the line-the percentageof time that the line is scheduledto
operatethat it is actuallyrunning.The averagemonthlyuptimeis 91.9
percent in this sample with a standarddeviation of 4.4 percentage
10. Because the scaling proceduresconsidera longer list of HRM variablesthan is
presentedin tables 1 or 2, the HRM index values for lines in System 4 are not all - 1.
One or two of these other HRM variableswill be presentin the HRM System 4 lines,
raisingtheir index values above - 1.
11. The empiricalspecificationincludedseventeencontrolsthatmeasuredifferences
in detailed aspects of the lines' machinery.It also includedcontrols for the vintage of
the line, for learningcurve effects duringstartupperiodsof the line, for qualityof steel
materialinputs, and for the maintenancepracticesof the line.
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Table5. EstimatedProductivity
Effectsof HRMPractices
HRMpractices

Auto-regressive"
(1)

Fixed effectsb
(2)

HRMSystem1

0.062*
(0.007)

HRMSystem2

0.036*
(0.008)
0.024*
(0.005)

0.035*
(0.008)
0.025*
(0.005)

p

0.390*
(0.020)

0.317*
(0.020)

R2

0.497

0.068

SSR

2.117

2.262

HRMSystem3

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel finishing lines. The dependent variable is UPTIME. The mean of
UPTIME is 0.92. N = 2,190. Standarderrors are in parentheses. The first-orderserial correlation coefficient is p.
*Significant at .01 level.
a. Control variables are number of years the line has been operating and years squared; the year the line was built and
year built squared; dummy for startup periods indicated by first twelve months of operations and l-to-12 time trend for
month of startupoperation; I -to-5 index of quality of steel input;numberof annual eight-hour scheduled maintenance shifts;
dummy for type of customer; maximum speed of line and speed squared; maximum width of the line and width squared;
nine dummies to indicate specific pieces of equipment from start to finish of the line and a measure of the age of one piece
of equipment at end of the line: a dummy to indicate high and low levels of computer control of line operations; and a
variable to measure six-month periods from the date that any new major pieces of equipment are introduced.
b. Control variables are age of line and age squared; dummy for startup periods indicated by first twelve months of
operations and l-to-12 time trend for month of startup operation; 1-to-5 index of quality of steel input; age of the end-ofthe-line piece of equipment; a variable to measure six-month periods from the date that any new major pieces of equipment
are introduced; and estinmatedchanges in the value of capital due to the introdution of any new major pieces of machinery
from the date the new equipment was installed.

points, and it ranges from a low of 39.8 percent to a high of 99.6
percent. The independentvariablesof primaryinterestare the categorical HRM System variablespresentedin table 4.
Table 5 summarizes the main results of the productivity analyses
from our previouswork. When the four HRM System dummyvariables
are included in the detailed model of productivityof these finishing
lines, the resultsshown in column 1 of table 5 areobtained.The theories
reviewed earlier in this section arguethat the highest levels of productivity will be found in plants with a specific combination of HRM
practicesthat includes careful screening, use of incentive pay covering
multiple dimensions of performance,team-based work organization,
job flexibility, employmentsecurity, andtrainingin multipletasks. The
results support this prediction: lines with HRM System 1 that have
all of these innovative work practices do in fact have the highest productivity.
The resultsalso reveal a clear hierarchyof productivityeffects. They
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indicate that moving from the traditionalHRM System 4 to System 3
raises uptime 2 percentagepoints (from about 88 percentto 90.5 percent), moving to System 2 raises uptime about one more percentage
point (to 91.6 percent), and moving to System 1 raises uptime another
3.6 percentagepoints (to about 94.2 percent).12
The productivityeffects of the HRM systems were also re-estimated
in models that included controls for line-specific fixed effects. The
results of these fixed-effects models are shown in column 2 of table 5.
While no line switched into HRM System 1 (and thus there is no
estimate for the effect of HRM System 1 in the fixed-effects model),
the fixed-effects results are nearly identical to the results for full panel
estimates in column 1.13 According to the results of the fixed-effects
models, productivity increases are observed with exactly the same
workers and the same capital equipmentafter lines adopt systems of
newer practices.
Productivityeffects of the magnitudeshown in table 5 are economically importantto these lines and are likely to be sizable for all lines
in this sample. Using detailed cost data available from one line, we
conservatively estimate that the impact of moving from a traditional
HRM System to the most innovative is approximately$172,980 per
monthin net revenuesfrom increaseduptime.14 Permanentincreasesin
monthly revenues of this magnitudewould be substantialover the life
of one of these productionlines, amountingto more than $20 million
in ten years. Because the lines in this sample are so similarandthe jobs
done by the productionworkersare so similar, there is every reason to
12. The coefficients on the HRM System variables are statisticallydifferent from
one another. For example, an F-test rejects the hypothesis that the coefficients on the
three HRM systems are not differentfrom one another(F(2,2168) = 6.2). OtherF-tests
indicatethat any pair of coefficients are statisticallydifferentfrom one another.
13. An F-test supportsthe hypothesisthatthe coefficientson the variablesfor HRM
systems 2 and 3 in the fixed-effect model are significantlydifferent from one another
(F(1,2169) = 4.07).

14. While lines produceno outputduringdelays, they still incurfixed costs and any
variablecosts, such as laborcosts, thatare typicallypaid duringdown time. Fixed costs
are substantial, with hourly fixed cost charges exceeding $5,000 in some lines. The
figure of $172,980 for the increase in net revenue is based on an estimate of $27,900
for the impact of a 1 percent increase in uptime. This is a conservativeestimate. It is
based on conservativeestimates of the costs incurredduring delays and conservative
estimates of the profit marginon a ton of steel. This estimate is also net of the costs
directlyassociatedwith the HRMpracticesthatcomprisethe innovativeHRMsystems.
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believe that all lines would benefit substantiallyfrom the use of innovative HRMpractices. Ourplanttoursdisplayedconcreteevidence that
the uptime gains from introducinginnovative practices tend to arise
from productionworkers' improvementsin the monitoringof the production line and from their suggestions for improvingthe operationof
the line. Thoughwe show below thatnewer lines have been more likely
to adopt innovative practices, it is clear from the fixed-effects results
(and planttours)that the older lines thatchangedpracticesexperienced
substantialgains from innovative practices.

Theoretical Framework for Modeling the Adoption of
Innovative HRM Practices
The patternof results shows that innovative systems of HRM practices have large effects on productivityand on revenues. This raises a
fundamental question. Why have these new productivity-enhancing
HRMsystems not been adoptedmore widely?'5We turnnow to a model
of adoptionof practicesand pay particularattentionto adoptioncosts.
These costs might explain the limited diffusion of the productivityenhancingpractices across the sample of steel finishinglines.
In modeling the adoptionof HRMpractices, we assumethatthe state
of knowledge regardingthe optimal types of HRM practices evolves
over time in a mannerthat is analogous to technological change. For
example, as U.S. managersand the business and academicpress gave
moreattentionto the "Japanesemodel" of laborrelationsandto models
of HRM in new nonunioncompanies, evidence about and use of innovative HRM practices in the United States increased in the 1970s and
15. In table 5 the estimates of the productivityand related revenue effects due to
systems of newer HRM practices may be biased upward.The estimated productivity
differentialsdue to HRM systems would be biased if, for example, unmeasuredaspects
of the capital equipmentor the work forces made the newer HRM systems a more
appropriatechoice for certain lines. Despite the homogeneity of the sample and the
careful specification of control variables in the productivitymodel, this explanation
mightreasonablyhold for the table 5, column 1, specification.However, we do not find
this a plausibleexplanationfor the results of the fixed-effects models, which show that
a line operatingwith exactly the same equipmentand workersimprovesits productivity
afterit adoptsnewer HRM systems. Ouron-site researchrevealedno evidence of other
time-varyingfactors correlatedwith the adoptionof HRM practicesthat might account
for the improvementin productivityamong these HRM system changers.
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1980s. We considerthe practicesthat are often used to characterizethe
"Japanese" or contemporary"nonunion" models to be examples of
innovationsin the managementof labor resources. In other words, the
state of knowledge of optimalpracticesis not static, and thus the adoption of different types of practices should change over time.
Thus, we assume that managerialinnovationsare analogousto technological innovations, and we model the adoption of an innovative
HRMsystem as an investmentdecision analogousto a decision to invest
in physical capital. At time t, firm i will invest in a cluster of HRM
practices denoted by subscriptj, when the expected internal rate of
return,ER,1,, from investing exceeds the firm's minimumrequiredreturn, Rijt. A firm adopts innovative practicej if ERij, > Rijt, so the
adoptionfunction is
(1)

Ii>,=

if ERi,, -Ri,

>0

else ij, = 0.

Both ER andR are specific to the firmandvary over time. The expected
internalrate of return,ER, is the discount rate that sets the discounted
streamof expected futurereturnsequal to the streamof expected future
income had the innovation not taken place, given the relevant time
horizon of the firm. Thus, the rate of returnwill be a function of the
streamof futurerevenues from innovatingminus the fixed costs. 16
For simplicity, we specify ERi, - Rij,as a linearfunctionof explanatory variablesX, with unknownparametersP,i
16. This simple modelof adoptiondisregardsseveralcomplicatingfactors.With upfrontsunkcosts involved in investmentsin new HRMpractices,the thresholdcondition
for deciding not to engage in certainHRM practiceswill differ from the condition in
equation 1 for adoptingthe new practices.The sunk costs introducea zone of hysteresis
into the investmentdecisions (Bresnahanand Reiss, 1993). When there is uncertainty
about futurereturnson the investmentin new work practices, when the investmentis
likely to be reversed, or when future HRM practice decisions depend upon current
adoptiondecisions, thenthe adoptiondecision shouldbe modeleddifferently.A dynamic
programmingmodel that incorporatesthe uncertaineffects of futuredecisions on the
currentdecision would be more appropriate.Whilethese factors may be important,we
presenta simplertheoreticalmodel that does not focus on these factorsbut is sufficient
to motivateour empiricalexaminationof age-relatedcosts that impede investmentsin
new work practices.
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where the X variables include the variablesthat influencethe costs of
innovating,the returnsto innovating,andthe minimumrequiredreturn.
In this study's sampleof steel finishinglines, manyfactorsthataffect
the costs andrevenuesassociatedwith adoptingHRMpracticesareheld
constantbecause of the similarityof the productionunits. Factorsconsidered in many theories to be importantdeterminantsof firms' decisions to adopt certain HRM practices (such as the ease of monitoring
workers, the ability to separateindividualperformancefrom team performance, or the impact of productquality on the firm's profits) will
vary'little across the observations in this sample. Similarly, the productivity effects associated with clusters of new work practices are
likely to be increases in productivitythat any line in the sample would
enjoy if it were to adopt the new practices. Given the homogeneous
sample, it seems reasonableto pay particularattentionto possible differences in the costs of adoptingthe new productivity-enhancingwork
practices. What costs might be responsible for their limited adoption?
We introducetwo perspectiveson this question:a "macro" perspective
on organizationalchange and a "micro" perspectiveon workers' propensities to embracechanges in work practices.
Information and Search Costs with Complementary HRM Practices

First we consider the macro perspective on organizationalchange.
In the case of systems with various complementaryelements, some
argue that firms that choose such systems are likely to get "locked
into" their initial choices and thus not achieve maximumefficiency.'7
For example, Levinthal shows that the profit function of the firm will
have multiplelocal optimawhen its organizationalpolicies arecomplementary.The multipeakedprofitfunction, in turn, makes it likely that
a firm's organizationalform at birth will have a lasting impact on its
17. See, for example, David (1985); Katz and Shapiro (1994); Levinthal (1994);
and Milgromand Roberts(1993).
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futureform. In particular,if firmsdo not have perfectinformationabout
which policies are the best choices, they need to search for better
alternatives.Then, because of the complementaritiesamong the firm's
organizationalpolicies, local searches that involve changes in one or
two individual policies will not improve profitability,and so a firm's
policies are likely to persist.
Two predictionsemerge from models of organizationalchange such
as Levinthal's. First, a firm's initial HRM practiceswill have a lasting
impacton its futurepracticeswhen complementaritiesamongpractices
are importantand when the firm's informationabout the performance
effects of work practices is incomplete.'8Older plants that startedoperating with traditionalwork practices years before any plants in the
United States attemptednewer systems of work organizationwould not
be likely to adoptnew workpracticesif informationon the performance
effects of work practices was imperfect and search for this type of
information was costly. Second, as information about the expected
productivityand revenueeffects of work practicesimprovesover time,
more firms should begin to adopt the newer work practices.
Costs Associated with Workers' Resistance to Changing Policies

In considering the micro perspective on sources of resistance to
change from productionand managerialemployees, we introducethe
notion of "relationship-specific"skills. Relationship-specificskills include the firm-specific(or line-specific) skills that are neededto runthe
particularproductionline and also the less tangiblekinds of knowledge
and skills related to the interpersonaland authorityrelationshipsimplicit in a given set of work practices. For example, underthe system
of more "traditional" work practices with narrowjob classification,
wage-based pay, and extensive supervision, workers will be accustomed to foremen who monitortheir behaviorand give instructions.In
team-basedwork organizationswith flexible job assignments, workers
will interactmore with other productionworkersand make more decisions on their own or with team members. The role of supervisorsis
also likely to be different in the two environments.In the traditional
environment, supervisors will be productionspecialists who give in18. This predictionmatches the observationof Stinchcombe(1965) that organizational policies of a firmare "imprinted"at the time of founding.
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structions, while in the innovative environment, managerialworkers
will need to be skilled at getting individualsto work togetherin groups.
Traditionalandinnovativeenvironmentsrequirevery differentskills.
Many of the skills for the innovative systems can be learned, but they
requirerenewed effort and investments on the part of the workers accustomed to the traditionalwork environments.Though firmswill pay
for the direct costs of these investments(such as costs of new training
or time off from the job), workersbear the costs of expendingpersonal
effort. Workersmay resist bearingthese costs for severalreasons. They
may have a shortertime horizonthanthe firmhas. They may also doubt
the personal returnto the investment. Or they may suspect they will
lose their jobs if reorganizationaccompaniesthe new work practices.
These factors can also apply to managerialemployees; they, too, may
be reluctant to invest in new relationship-specificskills. Employees
who have grown accustomedto work habits and relationshipsthrough
years of working in a traditionalenvironmentmay resist investing in
the new skills needed undera different set of work practices.19
The "Birth" of New Work Systems versus Changes to
Existing Work Systems

Adoptionof new work practicescan occur undertwo fundamentally
differentconditions:when a firmmakes its decision aboutits initial set
of work practices at its "birth" and when a firm makes a decision to
change an established set of work practices. New plants should be at a
considerableadvantagebecause the costs of adoptionof the innovative
practices should be lower for them than for an older plant that might
try to change its set of traditionalpractices.
New plants have lower adoptioncosts for several reasons. First, the
initial costs of gatheringinformationabout work practicesthat a plant
incurswhen it is designing its originalpolicies shouldbe lower for more
recently opened plants as more firms gain experience with the newer
19. As one example of the employees' relationship-specificskills, Cyertand March
(1963) argue that because of managers'bounded rationality,managersoften develop
rules of thumb. Managersrely on these rules, and they become difficult to change. For
more discussion of the role of managers'resistance to changing work practices, see
Cockburnand Henderson(1994). For a related concept of relationship-specificskills
appliedto organizationalform (such as the verticalintegrationof firms),see Williamson
(1986) and his references.
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practices. Second, new plants that are choosing an initial set of work
practices do not face the costs associated with employee resistance to
changing pre-existingpractices.

Summary

Both the macro perspectiveon organizationalchange and the micro
perspective on workers' resistance to change predict that age-related
factors will impede change in work practices and that new plants at
their time of startupwill have a markedadvantagein adoptinginnovative work practices relative to older plants. These age-relatedimpediments to changing work practices and the advantageof new plants in
adopting the innovative work practices are the focus of the empirical
model and analysis.

The Empirical Specification of the Adoption Model
As discussed above, we take two different approachesto measuring
the production lines' overall set of work practices in specifying the
dependentvariable in the adoptionmodels.
Specification of the Dependent HRM Variable

In one specification the dependentvariable in equation 2 is the set
of four categorical variables, HRM System 1 throughHRM System 4.
When this specification of the dependent variable is used, adoption
equations will be estimated as a multinomiallogit model.20The alternative dependent variable is the HRINDEX,based on the score from
the Nominate scaling procedure,which varies from - 1 to 1 as the set
of practices selected by the line move from least innovative to most
20. An alternativeapproachto estimatinga model of the adoptionof HRM Systems
would be to estimatehazardrate models of the probabilityof exiting a system given the
durationin the system. The monthlydatausedherewouldbe ideal for suchan estimation.
However, we do not estimate hazardrate models because the majorityof the spells
would be left or right censored since there are few multiple changes of systems. The
majorityof the older lines would have left censored spells of long durationthat could
not be used in the estimation.
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innovative. Using the HRINDEXas the dependent variable, Hi,, the
linear adoptionmodel becomes
(3)

Hi, = cL'Xi,+ ei,.2'

The two alternativedependentvariablesmake differentassumptions
regardingthe effects of independentvariableson the adoptionof HRM
practices. Use of the HRINDEXimposes the restrictionthat the independentvariableshave equivalentlineareffects on the adoptionof HRM
practicesacross the entire - 1 to + 1 range of this dependentvariable.
Multinomiallogit models using the four categoricalHRM system dummies as the dependentvariableallow the independentvariablesto have
different effects on the choice of the different HRM systems. The
HRINDEXhas the advantageof capturingmore limited changes in the
HRM environmentthan is capturedby the systems dummies because
small changes in individualpracticeswill often change the value of the
HRINDEXbut not change the system choice of the lines. In the empirical work the HRINDEXwill be used most often because the linear
specification for the dependent variable facilitates the estimation of
alternativeadoptionmodels, such as those with lagged dependentvariables and fixed effects.22
Independent Variables Measuring the Costs of
Adopting HRM Innovations

The independent variables that affect the adoption of new HRM
practicesincludethose factorsthatinfluencethe costs of innovatingand
the returnsto innovating.23However, by restrictingthe sample to one
very specific type of productiontechnology, many sources of variation
that might exist in more broadlydefinedsamples shouldbe eliminated.
21. The j subscriptsof equation 2 disappearin equation 3 because the j sets of
alternativepracticesvary within the linearmeasurementof the HRINDEXas the dependent variable, insteadof across alternativechoices as in equation2.
22. Because the HRINDEXranges from - 1 to + 1, Tobit estimationof equation3
shouldbe considered(with mass-pointsat - 1 and at + 1). In estimatingthe models of
table 9, we found little differencebetween linear OLS versus Tobit estimation, largely
becausethereare very few observationslocated nearthe mass-points.Thus, for ease of
estimatingfixed effects and lagged dependentvariablemodels, we begin by presenting
OLS resultsin table 9.
23. In the steel industry,differencesin minimumrequiredreturnsin equation 1 are
not likely to exist or are not readilymeasuredby the availableproxies.
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In our review of factors that might cause variations in the expected
costs and revenues of adoptingnew HRM practices, we focus on those
factors that are likely to vary in this narrowsample.
The introductionof innovative HRM practices can be impeded by
the costs of overcoming resistance from workerswho have made past
investments in relationship-specificskills that are valuable only under
their currentwork practices. New practices would requireinvestments
in new skills. The proxies we will use for relationship-specificskills
are tenure variables:the years of tenure of the CEO in his currentjob
(CTENURE);the years of tenureof the line managerin his currentjob,
where the line manageris the areaoperationsmanagerin charge of the
steel lines studied (MTENURE);the years of tenure of the plant-level
HR managerin his currentjob (HRTENURE);and the years of tenure
of the local union presidentin his currentjob as president(UTENURE).
All tenure variables are measuredin years, with monthly variation
in tenure measured as fractions of years. Other than the CEO tenure
variable, these variablesmeasuretenureat the specific productionline
ratherthan tenurein the firmor steel mill. For the productionworkers,
only age data are available ratherthan line tenure data. The workers'
averageage (AGE)is likely to vary less thanline tenurebecause newer
lines tend to hire older workers (for their valued experience in steel
making). These age and tenure variables should have negative effects
on the propensityto introduceinnovative HRM practices, because relationship-specificinvestmentsare correlatedwith tenure.
Resistance to makingnew investmentsin relationship-specificskills
could be weakened, thusdiminishingthe costs of innovation,if workers
and managers are persuadedthat the firm may go out of business if
innovations to raise performanceare not implemented. Examples of
persuasiveinformationcome fromthreateffects-from crediblethreats
that the line may be shut down and the jobs lost. Three variables are
used to measurethreateffects: the percentageof the plantthathas been
shut down andremainsshutdown (PSHUT);the commonuse of layoffs
in the plant (PLAYOFF);and the numberof steel mills permanently
shut down in the surroundingarea (SSHUT).24
24. For example, the value of PSHUT is permanently0.3 from the date that 30
percentof the plant is shut down, and SSHUTpersistscomparably.The introductionof
less permanentshutdowneffects made little difference, though more temporaryshut-
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Innovationsshould also increase over time, as innovationsin HRM
practices become available and as they become known to managers
because of the experimentationand learning in other firms.25A time
trend also may raise adoptionsas informationregardingexpected revenues improves.26For this effect, a TIME trend is included in the
regressions, where TIME is the current monthly date (for example,
90.25 for Marchof 1990).
Finally, the fixed costs of adopting innovative work practices, including the costs of gatheringandevaluatinginformationon the success
of new work practices, will be a smaller percentage of revenues for
larger firms, and thus larger firms may be more likely to introduce
innovations. Larger firms may have scale economies in the learning,
implementation, and operation of work practice innovations because
they have more trainedstaff to assist in the adoptionand use of HRM
practices, and more plants in which to experiment with adoption.27
Lines that are partof large firmsin this sample are those thatare owned
by the integrated steel-producing companies. The dummy variable
INTEGis thereforethe proxy for firm size.
Variables Affecting the Revenues from Adopting HRM Innovations

Given the similarity of these lines, many factors that could cause
differences in the expected revenuesfrom adoptingnew workpractices
will be held constant in this sample. In particular,factors such as the
ability to observe workers' output and effort should be similar across
observationsbecause productiontechnologies are so comparable.Similarly, the expected revenue gains because of productivityeffects from
adopting new practices should be comparableacross lines. Nevertheless, to test for possible differences in expected productivitygains, we
down effects could arise over the long run beyond our data period (furtherinto the
1990s) as the shutdownsof the 1980s become more distant.
25. See David (1985); Quirmbach(1986); and Stoneman(1981) for time effects in
technologicalinnovations.
26. This statementassumes that the innovative HRM practicesare truly profitable
and that it takes time for firmsto assess this condition, relativeto unprofitablealternatives. This frameworkfollows the disequilibriummodels of Griliches(1957). Griliches
assumesthat firms will increasinglyadopt an innovationas they learn more about the
profitabilityof the innovation.
27. See Mansfield (1968); Davies (1979); Rose and Joskow (1990); and Oster
(1982).
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will control for technology variables in the regressions that will serve
as reducedform proxies for expected uptime gains.28
A few factors vary in this sample and may affect the expected revenue gains from adoptingnew work practices. First, differences in the
local productmarketcharacteristicsof these finishing lines may affect
the expected revenue gains due to new HRM practices. Firms that
anticipate growth in their product marketmay have the most to gain
from adoptingnew productivity-enhancingwork practices.29Firms anticipatingincreasedcompetitionmay also have higherexpected returns
if they expect to lose market share without the new practices. There
may be a short-termfirst-moveradvantage if it takes time for other
firms to adopt new work practices, and customers form explicit or
implicit contractualrelationshipswith those producerswho adopt the
performance-enhancingpractices first. On the other hand, in highly
competitive markets,the gains to adoptionmay be short-livedas rival
firmsmimic innovation.30Game-theoreticmodels that consider the advantagesto early adoptionof new practices, such as first-moveradvantages, produce no consensus on the direction of the effects of market
structurecharacteristicson expected revenues.31Thus, factors such as
marketshare, anticipatedmarketgrowth, andmarketconcentrationmay
affect expected rates of returnfrom adopting new practices, but the
direction of these effects is uncleara priori.
Two variablesmeasuredifferencesin the marketstructuresandcompetitive conditions of these lines: the percentageof the line's product
sold in a national ratherthan regional market (NATIONAL),and the
number of new competitors that have permanentlyentered the line's
market during the sample period (NUMCOMP).NUMCOMPranges
from 0 to 3 at each point in time as reportedby line managers.
Lines with longer time horizons can expect to enjoy productivity
benefits for longer time periods and thus increaseadoption. Since lines
28. We do not introducecurrentuptimein the adoptionregressionsbecause current
uptimeis not a proxyfor the expectedproductivitygains to introducinginnovativeHRM
practices;the technological variables should be superiorin comparingexpected gains
across lines.
29. See Barzel (1968).
30. See Rose and Joskow (1990).
31. See Reinganum(1981); Quirmbach(1986); HannanandMcDowell (1984); FundenbergandTirole (1985); andKamienandSchwartz(1982) for modelsof technological
innovations.
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with credible shutdownthreatsare likely to have shortertime horizons
than lines that are not threatened(such as newer lines), shutdownvariables described above may also be proxies for shorterexpected time
horizons. These variables are the percentage of the plant shut down,
the use of layoffs, and the numberof steel mill shutdownsnearby.
Lines with better informationabout HRM innovationsand their expectedrevenueswill be morelikely to adoptthem. Managerswith more
experience may have better contacts in the industry and more informationaboutthe use andeffects of innovations,thus innovationscould
rise with all measuresof tenureratherthanfall as suggested in the cost
analysis. This may be especially true for the line manager's years of
experience in the industry(MEXPER).32Large firm size may also increase the adoption of new work practices because larger firms have
better access to informationon innovations and can spreadthe information-gatheringcosts across greaterrevenues, thus increasing adoption for integratedproducers(INTEG).3
Finally, adoptiondecisions should also depend on the firm's expectation of how the revenue gains from adoptionwill be sharedbetween
firms and workers. Some firms may face a greater probability that
workers or their union representativeswill extract returnsassociated
with improved productivity. A dummy variable for union presence
(UNION) and a dummy variable to indicate a more adversariallabormanagementrelationship characterizedby high employee grievance
rates (GRIEV)are proxies for these effects.
Table 6 summarizesthe predicted effects of the cost and revenue
variableson the adoptionof HRM innovations. Note that many variables have uncertainsigns because they enter the cost and revenue calculations in differentways. This is especially true of the variablesthat
serve as proxies for threateffects. When threateffects serve as proxies
for short time horizons, they are expected to lower the adoption of
innovativeHRMpractices, whereaswhen they serve as proxies for cost
effects, they are expected to have positive effects on adoptionbecause
32. Using industry-leveldata, Mansfield(1968) foundno supportfor the proposition
that younger managersare more likely to introducetechnologicalinnovationsthan are
managerswith more years of experiencein the industry.Managerialeducationalso may
enterthe equation,however. In the steel industry,thateducationis quite homogeneous:
managershave a bachelor'sdegree in engineeringor metallurgy.
33. See Mansfield(1968); Davies (1979); and Jensen (1988).
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Table6. HypothesizedEffects of Variableson Adoptions
Hypothesizedeffectson
adoptionoperatingthrough:
Expected
revenues
of innovating

Variables
Productionworkers'age (AGE)
CEO'stenure(CTENURE)
Line manager'stenure(MTENURE)
HR manager'stenure(HRTENURE)
Unionpresident'stenure(UTENURE)
Manager'sindustryexperience(MEXPER)
Percentageof plantshutdown (PSHUT)
Currentplantlayoffs (PLAYOFF)
Time (TIME)
Largeintegratedfirm(INTEG)
Nationalmarket(NATIONAL)
Competitivemarket(NUMCOMP)
Unionization(UNION,GRIEV)

Expected
costs
of innovating

+
+
+
+
+

-

-

+
+
+

+
+
?
?
-

+
-

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel production lines.

they convince workers to overcome their resistance to adoption. Combining these effects, we find that the expected impact of threat effects
is uncertain. Based on our plant interviews, these are very plausible
predictions: some plants overcame shutdown threats and introduced
innovations, and some did not.

Empirical

Estimates

of the Adoption

Equation

Before estimates from the adoption model are presented, we first
show the distribution of HRM systems for three different categories of
plants: "new" lines opened since 1983; "reconstituted" lines that began operations before 1983 but were shut down and then reopened by
new owners; and "old" lines that have been in continuous operation
since well before 1983. These distributions offer preliminary evidence
about the effects of age-related costs of changing HRM practices and
about the advantages of new plants in adopting innovative practices at
the time they start operations. New lines begin operations with brand
new technologies and new complements of managers and employees.
Reconstituted plants typically have very old technologies, but they will
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Table7. Distributionof Lines by HRM System
Percent
SystemI

System2

System3

System4

Newly builtlinesa

43

57

0

0

Reconstitutedlinesb

20

40

20

20

0

12

57

31

Typeof line

Old linesc

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel production lines. The percentages refer to the percentage of the
lines in that row of the table with the given system. The row percentages therefore sum to 100 percent. N = 54 for one
observation for each distinct HRM environment experienced by a line.
a. Those constructed after 1983.
b. Those that reopened under new ownership in the 1980s.
c. Lines that are not new or reconstituted.

hire many new workers or managerswhen new owners purchaseand
reopen the line (or hire a subset of carefully screenedformerworkers).
Old lines have old technologies with low rates of turnoveramong employees who have long tenures at their work sites.
Table 7 shows clear differences in the distributionsof HRM systems
for these three different categories of lines. All the new lines have
either System 1 or System 2. Reconstitutedlines, despite their older
capital, have a significant portion of their lines in Systems 1 or 2.
Virtuallyall old lines have either System 3 or System 4 lines.
New lines appearto have a clear advantagein adopting new practices. Some new lines have mademinorchanges in workpracticessince
they opened, but in no case did these lines make enough work practice
changes to switch their HRM system. Reconstitutedlines, despite having technologies as old as those found in the "older" lines, have a
much greaterrepresentationin HRM systems 1 and 2 thando the older
lines, perhapsindicating that when a line reopens with new managers
and workers, the costs of changingpracticesare lower than they are in
lines continuouslyoperatedby the same managersandworkers.Finally,
old lines almost always have the traditionalwork practicesthat dominate HRM systems 3 and 4. At the same time there is still considerable
variationin the HRM systems within each category. To help identify
the sources of this variation, and to investigate whetherthe advantage
of new lines in adopting innovative work systems is due more to differences in the age of workers, the tenure of managers, general improvementsover time in informationabout the practices, or other factors, we now estimate the adoptionmodels of equations 2 and 3.
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Estimates from Multivariate Adoption Models

The adoptionequations will be estimated by ordinaryleast squares
when the linear HRINDEXis the dependentvariable, and by multinomial logit models when the four HRM system dummiesare the dependent variables. Table 8 presents means and standarddeviations of the
various dependent and independent variables used in the adoption
model.
Table 9 reportsresults from ordinaryleast squares(OLS) models in
which HRINDEXis the dependentvariable.34Regardless of the combination of control variables used in the model, the results show that
the workerage variablesand managertenurevariableshave a negative
effect on adoption of new work practices. The average production
worker age (AGE) and three tenure variables-line manager tenure
(MTENURE),HR managertenure(HRTENURE),and local union president tenure (UTENURE)-all have negative effects. The lone exception is the tenureof the CEO, which is positively correlatedwith adoption of new practices.
Even in the column 3 specificationthat addsdetailedcontrolsfor various typesof equipmenton the lines (equipmentthatis determinedin large
partby the vintageof the line), these age andtenureeffects persist.Where
the workforce is olderandlocal managershave been workingon the line
for more years, the value of HRINDEXis lower, indicatingthe presence
of moretraditionalworkpractices.
These negativeeffects of age andtenurevariableson adoptionmay be
from "birth effects," with new lines more likely to adopt new work
practices(as suggestedin table7), or they may be fromthe effects of age
variableswithinsubsamplesof old andnew lines. (Forexample,old lines
with old workforces may be moreresistantto changethanold lines with
34. Note that the sample includes a large numberof monthlyobservationson each
line underthe assumptionthat each line, in principle, could change its HRM practices
in any given month, so that each month of data provides importantinformationon the
probabilityof adoption.For most lines, the dependentvariablechangeslittle over time,
though the right-hand-sidevariables change much more. Note also that the standard
errors in the simple OLS models are biased due to serial correlation, but the serial
correlationis representativeof omittedfixed effects and lagged dependentvariablesthat
are introducedshortly. Any attemptto introducea serial correlationcorrectionnow will
approximatethe fixed-effectsestimationbecause the correlationcoefficientwill be close
to one. Note finallythatthe samplesize falls to 2,081 due to some missing dataon righthand-sidetenurevariablesin the adoptionregressions.
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young workforces.) Before investigatingin moredetailthe sourceof the
estimatednegativeeffects of age andtenure,we brieflyreviewthe effects
of otherindependentvariablesin the model.
-Threat effects are measuredby the percentageof the plant that is
shutdown (PSHUT), the use of layoffs in the plant (PLAYOFF),and
the numberof steel mills nearbythat have been shut down (SSHUT).
Threat effects could lower adoption because they might indicate a
shortertime horizon for receiving the returnsfrom the work practice
innovations,or they could raise adoptionby galvanizingthe workforce
into making needed changes to attemptto avoid shutdown. There appears to be evidence for both effects. PLAYOFFand SSHUT have
consistently positive effects on adoption, althoughthe latteris not significantly different from zero in some specifications. The effect of
PSHUT varies with AGE of the productionwork force, but in general
the coefficients on the PSHUT and PSHUT*AGEvariables imply that
lines have lower values of the HRINDEXwhen PSHUT is zero than
when PSHUT is nonzero, even when lines have relatively older work
forces.35
-The line manager's experience in the industry, MEXPER,has a
strong negative effect on adoption,thus the investmentin relationshipspecific skills overcomes any positive informationeffects that older
managersmight have.
-A time trendis held constantin the regressionsand is universally
positive. It may representunexplainedimprovementsin HRMpractices
over time because of improvedknowledge.
-The effects of the two variablesmeasuringmarketcompetitionare
significantbut with opposite signs. A large numberof closely competing lines (NUMCOMP)is positively correlated with HRINDEX, but
lines that compete in broadergeographicalmarkets, indicated by the
dummyNATIONAL,have much lower values of HRINDEX.
-We hypothesizedthat adoptionwould be lower in union environ35. While the average value of PSHUTfor the whole sample is 0.06 (see table 8),
the average of PSHUT for those lines with partialplant shutdownsis about 0.35. For
plant shutdowns of this magnitude, a one standarddeviation increase in the age of
the work force (that is, five years) would amountto a difference of about 0.3 in the
HRINDEXrelative to the effect of such a plant shutdown for an average age work
force. Nevertheless,values of the coefficientson the PSHUTandPSHUT*AGEvariables
indicate that the HRINDEX is higher when there are no plant shutdowns
(PSHUT = 0) than when PSHUTis nonzero-even for relativelyold work forces.

AGE
MEXPER
PLAYOFF
CTENURE
MTENURE
NATIONAL UTENURE
HRTENURE
NUMCOMP

Table
Variable8.
HRINDEX
name
Variable

Definitions
and
Index
TenureTenureTenureTenure
HistoryNumberProductIndustry
Averageof
of
of
of
of
of
of
Means
of
for
HR
line
HRM
CEO
plant new
union
Variable
nationalexperience
workers'
of
manager
manager
layoffs
practices
ages
president
line
(=
market
definition
competitors
(plant
1)
(=
(0
to
1)
level)
manager
3)

(N
= Full
3.91 (2.71)
3.51 (3.90)
0.21 (8.08)
0.61 (0.16)
45.07(0.57)
5.15 (5.00)
0.26
25.83
0.63 (0.88)
4.14 (3.25)
(3.77)
(0.48)
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46.63(0.58)
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0.23 (6.73)
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0.69 (0.16)
4.16 (3.27)
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Old
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1,591)a
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(0.1
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1.61 1.80 (2.55)
40.02(0.28)
21.83
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0.15 (0.52)
0.33 1) 0.15 (10.45)
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4.09 (1.81) (1.45)
(0.17)
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Source:
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Authors'
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deviations
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(0.
0.01 10)0.02 (0.50)
63.07(0.40)
66.55(0.29)
0.79 (1.54)
0.53 (10.03)
0.80 (0.14)
0.06
0.24 (12.46)
0.90 (0.40)
(0.06)

59.81 0.0 (8.29)
0.01 (0.12)
0.98 (1.69)
1.05 (0.16)
0.98 (0.14)
0.08
60.98(0.14)
0.03 (0.49)
0.60 (6.97)
(0.07)

0

0

0.01
73.65 1.0 (2.75)
0.08 (0.15)
0.66 (0.40)
0.29 (11.09)
0.02 (0.03)
84.64(0.47)
(0.45)
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Table9. Linear Model of HRM AdoptionPractices
OLS
1

2

3

(CTENURE)2

0.030*
(0.005)
-0.213*
(0.041)
0.0023*
(0.0005)
0.042*
(0.012)
-0.0017

0.031*
(0.005)
-0.123*
(0.043)
0.0014*
(0.0005)
0.049*
(0.012)
-0.0024*

0.031*
(0.005)
-0.091*
(0.041)
0.0011*
(0.0004)
0.024*
(0.011)
-0.0008

MTENURE

(0.0011)
-0.099*

(0.0010)
-0.091*

(0.0010)
-0.047*

(0.014)

(0.014)

(0.013)

Variable name
TIME
AGE
(AGE)2
CTENURE

(MTENURE)2

0.0097*
(0.0014)

HRTENURE

UTENURE
(UTENURE)2

NATIONAL

0.0025

0.0005

(0.0013)

(0.0012)

-0.083*

-0.059*

-0.104*

(0.009)

(0.009)

(0.008)

0.0043*

PSHUT

PSHUT*AGE
SSHUT
INTEG

Technologycontrols
N

R2
SSR

0.0028*
(0.0006)

-0.016*

-0.013*

(0.002)

(0.002)

-1.26

-1.23*
0.179*
(0.019)

PLAYOFF

0.011
(0.013)

0.0022

(0.09)

NUMCOMP

(0.014)

0.0057*
(0.0013)

(0.0013)

(0.0005)

MEXPER

(0.0014)

-0.025

-0.023
(0.014)

(HRTENURE)2

0.0093*

0.094*
(0.031)
-4.91 *
(0.84)

0. 100*

(0.86)

0.175*
(0.018)

0.093*
(0.030)
-3.57*
(0.86)

0.076*

0.0041*
(0.0005)

-0.016*
(0.002)

-0.778*
(0.086)

0.141*
(0.017)

-0.052
(0.031)
-8.90*
(0.79)

0.166*

(0.017)

(0.018)

(0.016)

0.021
(0.011)

0.014*
(0.010)

0.036*
(0.010)

..

.

-0.249*
(0.038)

no

no

yes

2,081
0.301

2,081
0.315

2,081
0.465

481.51

472.10

368.80

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel production lines. Standarderrors are in parentheses. Variables are
defined in table 8. The dependent variable is HRINDEX.
*Significant at the .01 level.
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ments because unions might extract some of the returns from the investment. Unions also may resist changes in the union-management
relationship. Union president tenure and resistance were discussed
above. What about a union effect per se? Because these data are from
plants that are 92 percent unionized, it is hard to test such a hypothesis.
In results not shown in the tables, we find that a union dummy does
have a negative effect. When a UNION dummy variable is added to the
column 1 specification, its coefficient is -0. 141 with a standard error
of 0.051.36
-The theoretical framework posits positive firm size effects on
adoption. Our integrated producers are the large producers. The coefficient on INTEG is negative and significant (see table 9, column 2),
indicating that adoption rates are lower for integrated producers, not
higher as models of access to information and capital and cost spreading
would suggest.37
-A set of capital equipment variables introduced in the column 3
model of table 9 has significant adoption effects, though they are likely
to be correlated with age effects that will be discussed shortly.
The results from the multinomial logit models, presented in table 10,
are generally consistent with these results. The shutdown and market
structure effects have essentially the same impact as they did in the
HRINDEX models, and while the tenure effects are generally negative,
the less restricted estimates of the logit model relative to the linear
HRINDEX model produce some changes in sign for three tenure coefficients .38
36. We also investigatedthe effects of a variablemeasuringwhetherthe plant had
high or low grievancerates (GRIEV).The estimatedeffect is negativeand very large in
the variousspecifications.For example, when GRIEVis addedto the column 1 specification, its coefficient is -0.412 with a standarderror of (.033). The grievance rate
variableis likely to be endogenouslydeterminedby HRMsystems. New HRM systems
such as systems 1 and 2 are able to reduce grievance activity throughother means of
labor-management
communicationand problemsolving.
37. In the steel industryit is likely thatfactorsinhibitingchange are correlatedwith
large firmsize: large firmshave shortertime horizonsdue to theirold plants, they have
moreresistancefrom theirolder workers,and they are liquidityconstrained.Therefore,
large firms have a tendency to make marginaladjustmentsin practices. Oster (1982)
also foundnegativefirmsize effects for technologyadoptionin the steel industry,though
mostotherstudiesof technologyadoption-such as Rose andJoskow (1990); Mansfield
(1968); and Davies (1979)-have found positive firmsize effects on adoption.
38. One differencebetweenthese logit results and those using the HRINDEXis that

AGE TIME
(AGE)2
Variable
MEXPER
UTENURE
MTENURE
HRTENURE
(UTENURE)2
(MTENURE)2
name
(HRTENURE)2

Table
10.

Multinomial
Logit
-0.

System
-4.71
(0.37)
0.031(0.088) (0.011) (0.123) (0.029)
* (0.051) H HRM Models
-0.390
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(0.004)
(0.203)
(0.016)
0.608*
0.053*
-0.542* 0.030* -0.376*
*
195*(0.006)
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ChoicesHRM
System
(0.33)
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0.005(0.099) (0.018) (0.149)
3
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H HRM
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The "Birth Effects" in the Adoption of Innovative Practices
The descriptive data in table 7 show that new firms are much more
likely to adopt innovative HRM practices than are older firms. The
negative effects of age and tenure variables on adoption shown in tables
9 and 10 in part reflect these "birth effects," because "new" lines
(those opened since 1983) have managers with lower levels of tenure
and work forces with lower average ages, and these TENURE and AGE
variables had negative effects on the adoption of new work practices in
the table 9 and 10 results. Table 11 presents results from additional
adoption models to examine the importance of any TENURE and AGE
effects that are independent of the birth effects.
The models in columns 1 to 3 of table 11 replicate the column 1
specification in table 9, but they also include three additional variables-NEW, STARTUP, AND BUILT. NEW is a dummy variable for
lines that started operating after 1983, or that restarted operations under
new owners after 1983. The cutoff of 1983 is chosen because the birth
of lines in this sample tends to cluster in the 1950s to 1960s and in the
mid-1980s to 1990s. Only two lines are born between these periods
(one in 1972 and one in 1981). STARTUP ranges from 48 to 91 and
measures the year the line began operating under its current ownership,
which is not necessarily the date the line was built. Finally, BUILT is
the date the line first produced steel under its initial owners. BUILT and
STARTUP will be equal except in the case of the "reconstituted" lines
that were shut down but were later reopened by new owners.
In the column 1 model in table 11, the NEW variable is very significant and very sizable. The coefficient on NEW implies that the new
lines raise the value of HRINDEX by 0.79 relative to the old lines. This
is a large effect amounting to an increase of 1.39 standard deviations
of the dependent variable. While the large effect of NEW controls for
the average difference in the HRINDEX between old and new lines,
there is still evidence of some negative effects of tenure variables on
the tenure coefficients on MTENURE and UTENURE become positive for the choice of
System 3 relative to System 4. Note that table 10 contains two sets of System choices. In logit
number 3, we model the alternative choices of the four HRM Systems described aboveSystems 1 through 4. In logits 1 and 2 we combine Systems 1 and 2 into one "System H"
(for highly innovative). Systems 1 and 2 are collapsed into H because the threat variables do
not change for the small groups of lines in System 1, so the specification containing these
variables is not identified until System 2 is combined with System 1.
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adoption within new and old lines, though these effects are much
smaller than they were in the table 9 models without the NEW variable.
The column 2 model in table 11 adds the STARTUP variable to the
column 1 specification. The average STARTUP dates for new and old
lines are 1985 and 1961, respectively. The coefficient on STARTUP
implies a difference of 0.86 in the values of the HRINDEX for lines
that have STARTUP dates that are twenty-four years apart. The inclusion of STARTUP dramatically reduces the coefficient on NEW. Furthermore, in this column 2 specification, the TIME trend and almost all
age and tenure variables have insignificant coefficients.
The STARTUP variable is clearly a key variable. We believe it measures important tenure effects that are not captured in the tenure and
age variables described thus far (though positively correlated with
them). In particular, the tenure variables measure the managers' tenures
on the current line, not tenure with the current plant or tenure with the
firm, yet the latter might often be a better measure of the manager's
skills. Even more important,
investment in relationship-specific
STARTUP is an excellent proxy for the tenure of the production workers
at the plant, because once production workers are hired into steel plants,
they have very low turnover rates. Thus, an early STARTUP date is
synonymous with very high worker tenure relative to a recent startup
date. The significance of STARTUP reflects two factors. First, firms
have adopted more innovative practices over time. Second, these practices have changed little over time within firms because of the buildup
of relationship-specific skills.
Importantly, the STARTUP variable is not simply a proxy for the
effects of newer technology on the adoption of HRM practices. The
column 3 specification that includes the variable BUILT makes this
point. Again, BUILT refers to the date the line was first built and differs
from STARTUP in the case of reconstituted lines. The coefficient on
BUILT is significant but small in magnitude relative to the effect of
STARTUP. The inclusion of BUILT has virtually no effect on the magnitude or significance of the coefficient on the STARTUP variable.
The Persistence of HRM Practices
The importance of the STARTUP variable is symptomatic of persistence in HRM practices over time within lines. As described earlier,
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0.036*
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...
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0.

490

0.848

...

(0.003)
0.024*

-

(4.2)
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(0.042)
(0.015)
(0.012)
0.305*
0.132*
0.325*
I36*(0.099)
-0.325*
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persistence in HRM practices is likely because it is costly to reinvest
in relationship-specificskills and because it is costly to acquire the
informationnecessaryto make enough changes in HRM practicesfor a
line to change its overall HRM system.
However, there are also likely to be other factors influencingtransition costs that are not capturedby the observed variables. For example, the macro explanation of limited adoption focuses on the slow
acquisition of information, and the TIMEvariable is likely to be an
imperfectproxy for this effect. Though the variablesunderlyingthese
transitioncosts (such as the costs of information)cannot be perfectly
measured, the theory would imply that the adjustmentof human resource managementpractices occurs very slowly over time. This concept can be formalized in a simple stock adjustmentmodel. Assume
that the set of optimal HRM practices are H* if transitioncosts that
slow the speed of adjustmentare omitted:
(4)

H* = FZ, +

vi,,

where the Zi, is equal to Xi, of equation 3 after omitting short-term
transitioncosts. In each period t the actual Hi, will not adjust to the
desiredHi but will instead move slowly relative to last period's Hi,tl:
(5)

HiH

=6 (H
-Hit).

Substitutingfor H* from equation4 and rearrangingproduces
(6)

Hit = 6rZi, + (1 - 6)Hit, ?+ vit,.

Equation6 implies that when short-termtransitioncosts are unobserved, currentHi, is a functionof optimalH* (= FZi, + vi,). However,
Hitdoes not adaptperfectlyto the optimalpracticesbecauseof transition
costs that are capturedby Hi,tl. Hi, therefore exhibits persistence. In
addition, Hi, will exhibit persistence because some lines already have
their desired practices. For these lines, change will never be optimal,
so Hi,l will be an excellent proxy forH-*.

The results of estimatingequation6, in column 4 of table 11, demonstratevery strongpersistence:the coefficient on Hi,l is close to one,
andcoefficients on most othervariablesbecome insignificant.The persistence is likely to occur for two reasons:because few adjustmentsin
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practices are made from month to month and because for some lines
such adjustmentsmight never be optimal.39
The "Changers" in the Adoption of Innovative Practices

Having documentedthe persistence of the HRM practices, we ask
the finalquestion:who changespracticesandwhy? In ourdataset about
half the lines changed their practices over the sample period (though
fewer changed their "system" of practices). What caused these lines
to change?
To focus on changers, we estimate fixed-effects regressions for the
sample of old lines (startedup before 1984). We limit the sample to
old lines because only they make sizable changes: new lines start up
with new humanresourcepracticesand makelittle or no change to their
initial set of practices.
The results in table 12 show that threateffects and marketstructure
combine to predict change. The shutdown of steel plants nearby (as
measuredby SSHUT)positively predictsHRMinnovation.And in some
circumstances,the shutdownof partsof the plant (or PSHUT>O)predicts positive HRM change. Looking at the interactions between
PSHUT and three other variables, we find that when partsof the plant
are shut down, plants are more likely to change their HRM practicesif
they have an older work force, or if they have new line managersor
new HR managers.
Offsettingthese shutdownthreats,an increasein the numberof competitorsin theirmarketniche (NUMCOMP)tendsto predictless change.
In this case the increase in direct competitionlowers the time horizon
for returnsto new investments in HRM practices and lowers the propensity to change that might otherwise arise from a threateffect that is
not accompaniedby an increase in direct competition.
Though shutdown threats do predict changes, they are not perfect
predictors. The reason for this imperfect prediction comes from the
theoreticalmodel discussed above. A shutdownthreatcan mean either
that dramaticaction is needed to avert shutdownor that a shutdownis
so likely that no action should be taken at all (because the time horizon
for returnsis short). It is likely that both effects occur simultaneously
39. The monthlyfrequencyof the data clearly raises persistence. Annualdata produce less persistence.
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Table 12. Linear Model of HRM AdoptionPractices for Old Lines
Fixed-effectsmodels
Variablename

(1)

(2)

CTENURE

0.0017
(0.0048)

0.0037
(0.0022)

(CTENURE)2

0.0027*
(0.0004)

0.0001
(0.0002)

MEXPER

0.013*
(0.001)

0.0024*
(0.0006)

NUMCOMP
PSHUT

-0. 108*
(0.007)
-18.33*
(1.16)

-0.025*
(0.003)
-4.50*
(0.57)

(0.021)

0.083*
(0.010)

PSHUT*NEWMGR

0.277*
(0.044)

0.076*
(0.021)

PSHUT*NEWHR

3.97*
(0.016)

SSHUT

0.131*
(0.005)

0.753*
(0.084)
0.026*
(0.003)

PSHUT*AGE

LAG (HRINDEX)

R2
SSR

0.334*

...

0.833*
(0.010)

0.668

0.927

28.33

5.98

Source: Authors' calculations based on sample of steel production lines. Standarderrors are in parentheses. Variables are
defined in table 8. The dependent variable is HRINDEX. N = 1,591.
*Significant at .01 level.

andthatworkersandmanagersmay not know which conditionsprevail.
In our field interviews we certainly heard supportfor both conditions
(in which threat effects caused change and in which they stymied
change). So, in ourdata, threateffects stimulatechangesin some cases,
and in other cases they do not.
There are a number of possible reasons for change that were not
supportedor could not be tested. For example, we find no effect of
tenurevariableson the propensityto change. That seems to be true for
two reasons. First, this is a subsampleof old lines, thus all have such
high levels of "relationship-specific"investmentsthat the differences
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between the lines in tenurecannotpredictchange. Second, if we added
the new lines to the sample in the fixed effects, the regression results
would not change since there were no big "changers" among the new
lines. But the reason for the lack of change in new lines is not so much
the buildupof relationship-specificskills as it is the fact thatthey began
their lines with much more innovative practices and had less room for
improvement.
We also found no effects of changingmanagers(when the change is
not interacted with threat effects). As is evident in the mean tenure
values of table 9, there is frequentturnoverof managersin these lines
andplants. Ourinterviewevidence suggestedthateven when new managers do supportthe introductionof new HR practicesin principle,they
often feel they cannotovercomethe resistanceof the workersandfrontline supervisorsin implementingchanges. Thus, dummyvariablesfor
new managers (less than three years tenure) had no direct impact on
change. Practicesare very persistent,as is evident in the lagged dependent variablecoefficient in column 2 of table 12.40

Interpreting the Results Using Evidence from Field Interviews
The predominantmechanism for adopting innovative systems of
HRM practices is throughthe birth of a new line, as is evident in the
negative effects of the line age and employee tenure variables. Older
lines that began operating in the 1950s and 1960s started with more
traditionalwork practices. Through1992, very few of these older lines
40. The coefficient on the lagged dependentvariablefalls in table 12 relativeto the
OLS model of table 11 because the table 11 OLS resultsdo not controlfor fixed effects.
The table 11 models thereforehave greatermonth-to-monthcorrelationin the dependent
variable.In addition,the coefficienton the lagged dependentvariablein the fixed-effects
results could be downwardbiased because the lagged dependentvariableis correlated
with the lag in the residualthatarises when differencingfrom the meanin fixed effects.
One way of eliminatingthe bias is to first-differencethe model and then instrumentthe
lagged dependentvariable with instrumentsof lag greaterthan one. When we instrumented in a first-differencedmodel, we found little change in the coefficient on the
lagged dependentvariable.The likely reasonsthat we find little bias are that the dependent variablechanges little over time, and we have high levels of T (or observationsper
line) so thatthe correlationbetweenthe lagged dependentvariableandone-monthlagged
residualplays a minor role (out of all T-lags in the fixed effect). Hsiao (1986, p. 74)
shows that as T approachesinfinity, the bias in the coefficient on the lagged dependent
variablefalls to zero in fixed effects.
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made any majorchanges to theirtraditionalpractices. The older capital
in these lines does not explain the persistence of the older practices,
since lines with older equipmentthat shut down but later reopen under
new owners will often adopt newer work practices.
Why then are most older firms "stuck" with more traditionalwork
practices?One possibility is thata lack of informationon optimalHRM
policies causes firms to make marginaladjustmentsin their practices.
These marginal changes will have very little effect on performance,
which in turn may discourage firms from considering more extensive
changes in their work practices. While this may provide part of the
explanation, it cannot tell the whole story. The reason is that all new
lines and most reconstitutedlines choose innovative practices (HRM
systems 1 or 2). This patternshould provide a signal to old lines that
they should consider a "leap" to an entirely new set of practices. But
old lines rarely make this leap. Old lines appearto be held back from
making more extensive changes by resistance from workersand managers who have invested in the old work environmentand do not wish
to make new relationship-specific investments. Those firms that
do change often do so during times of threatenedjob loss when new
managers are brought in to make large-scale changes in the work
environment.
During our field research at each of the sites in our sample, we
conducted interviews about the HRM practices. We report here evidence from these interviews to provide a richer interpretationof the
negative effects of line age and employee tenure on the adoption of
innovative, productivity-enhancing,HRM practices.
Sources of Managers' Resistance in Old Lines

New forms of work organizationmove the locus of decision-making
authorityfor manyproductionmattersaway from managersand toward
workers. Some plants refer to their teams as "self-directed work
teams." Local managerswith the longest tenureshave experiencewith
more traditionalwork practices. Newer, more participatoryforms of
work organization would change the roles of these local-level managers. Because of their uncertaintyabout their roles undernew forms
of work organization, long-tenuredmanagersoppose such changes at
many sites. Managersat two lines indicatedhow foremenat their lines
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were concerned about any moves toward more participatory forms of
work organization.
Managers here wonder what their role in the [employee participation
initiative]would be and whetherit was an attemptto cut theirjobs.
Foremenhere don't really understandtheir role in a more participatory
work environment.One very real possibility to them was that the new
environmentmeantno need for supervisors.
Sources of Union Representatives' Resistance in Old Lines
Interviews also indicated that the typical roles of local union officials
under traditional HRM practices were not conducive to the philosophy
embodied in the new HRM systems, raising the resistance to the investment in new relationships.
The entire [union grievance handling]committee shows up at meetings
to discuss problems,and it's hardto build relationshipswith them while
they are playing their traditionalroles in front of each other.
The election of new union officials can sometimes provide an opportunity to try new work practices.
There was a complete house cleaning of the adversarialunion hierarchy
in early 1991. The old presidentwas held accountablefor shutdownsin
the hot end. A few months later, the formal structureof the [employee
participationprogram]began to come into place.
This last interview indicates that the adoption of new work practices
was in part facilitated by the change in union leadership, although at
this site the impetus for adoption seems to involve both the new union
leadership and an earlier shutdown of facilities.
Sources of Production Workers' Resistance in Old Lines
Employees must invest in new relationship-specific skills to work
effectively in a new environment of job rotation, teamwork, and pay
incentives. At some sites, senior workers opposed new work systems
because they opposed the imposition of broader job definitions.
Senior employees here often have a fear of failing in new jobs.
Some also feel physically limited in the jobs they can do.

. ..
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At other sites, some workers who had advanced to high-paying jobs
under a seniority system did not want to let others share in the benefits
associated with those jobs:
Under our old agreement, [no one else] could touch maintenancetools.
Workersin these jobs wanted to preservetheir territoryand the power
that comes with being the only one who can do a certainimportanttask.
Long Histories and Labor-Management Mistrust
One common theme echoed in our interviews: a low level of trust
between workers and managers in old lines. This mistrust helps explain
why labor and management parties with long histories at a given site
are less likely to adopt innovative HRM practices than are parties with
shorter histories together. The interviews underscore two related points
about the importance of trust between labor and management in the
adoption of new work practices. First, parties with long tenures are
much more likely to have experienced events that damaged trust between labor and management. When there is mistrust, workers will not
expend the effort to invest in new skills that have uncertain rewards.
Second, mistrust renders ineffective many of the important work practices that comprise the most innovative HRM systems.
On the first point, mistrust between labor and management is fueled
by unilateral actions by management, particularly involuntary layoffs,
that harm employee welfare. According to one manager:
Therewas very little trustin this mill afterthe employmentcuts of 1982.
Layoffs were permitted under all labor contracts of the major U.S. steel
producers through the mid-1980s. Involuntary layoffs seem to evoke a
sense of injustice that reduces workers' trust about management's commitment to employee welfare.
Managers also indicated that less dramatic involuntary reductions in
employee benefits could damage labor-management trust.
At the end of a slow period, we forced all the workers who had not
alreadyscheduledtheirvacationto takethe week off. This was a mistake.
It destroyedthe cooperativespirit that had been buildingup. It's taking
a long time to rebuildthat spirit. It would have been betterto shut down
the line and have all the workerswho didn't want to take their vacation
do maintenancework or training.
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Finally, some managers acknowledged purposeful violations of existing labor contracts that caused severe breaches in labor-management
trust.
There was a real desperationover our low revenues. We were trying to
avoid bankruptcyand needed big cost reductions. [The assignment of
maintenancework] violated partof the laborcontract.
While subsequent grievance activity adjudicated the issue, the violation
of the contract language severely damaged the workers' and the union's
trust in management's commitments.
Mistrust and Ineffective HRM Practices
While workers and managers with long histories at a given site often
mistrust each other, this pattern alone would not make parties with long
tenures at a given site less likely to adopt new HRM practices unless
the new work practices require trust to be effective. Our interviews
highlighted many cases where attempts to introduce new HRM practices
were undermined by low levels of trust between labor and management.
For example, with regard to participatory work teams, one manager
commented:
Workersand union leadersthoughtthe Labor-Management
Participation
Teams [LMPTs] were just another trick by managementto cut jobs.
Workerscalled LMPTs "Less ManhoursPer Ton."
The prior history of layoffs made workers suspicious of how management might respond should employee participation in work teams
lead to improved productivity. Even formal contractual guarantees of
employment security are not necessarily sufficient to alleviate these
suspicions in the presence of mistrust. At another site where management had agreed to a formal contractual guarantee of employment security, workers remembered their plant's experience with layoffs and
did not find the employment guarantee credible even though it was
specified in the contract.
Workersout here don't believe they have employment security. They
know the contractis going to be renegotiatednext spring. Since employmentsecurityis only a contractualguarantee,they know it may very well
go away in the next contract.
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Another individual HRM practice that is part of the most productive
system of work practices is information sharing. Mistrusting workers
would typically not believe any signs of financial distress suggested by
financial reports. According to one manager:
It's just difficultto change attitudesin old plantswith a historyof tension
and mistrust.We now sharefinancialinformationwith workers,but some
workersstill believe there are two sets of books.
Birth Effects and the Advantages of New and Reconstituted Lines
In contrast to the experience at lines where workers, managers, and
union representatives have long tenures, new lines (as well as old lines
reopened by new owners with new workers) are much less likely to
have these sources of resistance to innovative HRM practices. However, managers at new sites often discussed the importance of maintaining the trust of the employees. According to a manager at a new
line with very progressive HRM practices:
If I had been a supervisorfrom [the employees' previoussteel mill], the
workerswould have the whole book on me. They'd know what kind of
SOB I was. You can't generatetruststartingwith those beliefs.
A manager at another site with a progressive set of HRM practices
indicated that their facility's approach to these practices
all boils down to buildingtrust, honesty and confidence.
A trade union official agreed on the importance of "starting over" in
order to see productivity improvements from the new HRM practices:
Whatyou really need to startone of these systems is a bunchof eighteen
year-olds. You can form them.
Thus, one competitive advantage of reconstituted lines is that the
change in ownership introduces changes in managers and workers that
enable the introduction of new work practices. In contrast, older lines
must move more slowly, often replacing managers or letting the threat
of plant closure pressure workers to adopt new practices.
The Adoption of New Work Practices in Old Lines
During the sample period, old lines rarely made extensive changes
to their sets of more traditional work practices. A few, however, did
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make large-scale changes of this kind. While old lines rarely made
extensive changes to their sets of more traditional work practices during
the sample period, a small number of old lines did make large-scale
changes in many of their work practices. The employee relations manager at one old line felt that the shutdown of much of his mill helped
to spur the changes in work practices. This factor alone, he said, would
not have been sufficient to produce such change. He felt that several
factors came together to create conditions that were right for a broad
reform of workplace practices:
There were three factors that we needed to make the changes here. One
was the shutdown. Two was the change in the managementand union
officials in charge of this place. And three was the [employee participation] program.

Conclusion
This study analyzes the adoption of innovative work practices in a
sample of homogeneous manufacturing production units in the steel
industry. The distribution of work practices in this sample shows that
firms often adopt clusters of complementary work practices-or shows
that there are a fairly small number of work practice combinations
adopted by the different production units in this industry. Certain combinations of innovative work practices combinations that emphasize
high levels of employee participation in work teams, flexible job design,
heavy reliance on incentive pay, and extensive training and communication-produce significant productivity advantages over other combinations of more traditional work practices. These results raise a fundamental question about the adoption of work practices in this narrowly
drawn sample: why haven't more of these production units adopted
those sets of innovative practices that appear to have such strong effects
on productivity?
Our empirical analysis of work practice adoption addresses this question. The analysis yielded two main results. First, the data show evidence of strong "birth effects." In particular, the adoption of the most
innovative sets of work practices is confined almost exclusively to the
birth of new lines. Older lines do introduce some innovations but only
very slowly. These birth effects arise from the birth of the ownership
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of the line, not from the date the line is physically built. Old lines with
old equipment that are shut down and then later reopened with new
owners and new employees tend to adopt more innovative work practices than do old continuously operatedlines. This suggests that new
work practices and new capital are not necessarily complements, but
new work practices and new employee relationshipsare often complements.
Second, there is clear evidence of strongpersistenceover time in the
workpracticesthatolder lines use, yet the empiricalanalysisalso shows
that credible threatsof a line shutdowncan motivate these production
lines to introducenew work practices. This is especially truewhen new
managersare broughtin as partof the process of workplacechange.
We interpretboth patterns as evidence of the significant costs of
changing organizationalwork practices. These high switching costs
reduce the returnolder lines would otherwisegain from adoptingwork
practicesthat would improveproductivityand revenues. While imperfect information about the effects of work practices on performance
may be partlyresponsible for the limited adoptionof innovative work
practices, this explanationis not entirely satisfying. In particular,almost every new line adoptsextensive sets of innovativeworkpractices,
and all changes in the work practices of older lines have been in the
directionof switching to more of the innovative work practices. Thus,
it appearsthat managersare increasingly aware of the value of workplace innovations.
Firmsmustovercomeconsiderableresistancefromworkersandmanagers when they want to introducenew work practices. In older lines,
workershave made previous investmentsin relationship-specificskills
that are valuable only underthe existing set of work rules. New work
practices would requireworkersto bear the costs of investing in a new
set of skills. The significant positive impact of the threat of a line
shutdownon the adoptionof new workpracticesby older lines suggests
that only underdire circumstances,such as the threatof permanentjob
loss, can the employees' resistancebe overcome. Even these conditions
are not always sufficientto producechanges in work practices.
Qualitativeevidence from interviews with managersand workersat
these production sites supports and enriches this interpretation.The
interviewevidence illustratesthatmanagers,union officials, and workers at older sites often build up vested interests in maintainingtheir
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traditionalwork arrangements.Furthermore,the new work practices
appearto require trust between labor and management-trust that is
often lacking in long-standinglabor-managementrelationshipsunder
traditionalwork practices. If it is costly to develop trust, this would
also help explain the advantagethat new lines have in adopting the
innovative work practices.
These empiricalresults can help direct theoreticalwork on the adoption of work practices. The empirical patternssupportrecent findings
that complementaritiesamong work practices can be important.Our
results highlight, however, the importanceof sizable switchingcosts in
firms' adoption decisions-costs that are not currentlyconsidered in
existing models of complementarityamong work practices.
Even more broadly, the results on the adoption of work practices
identify an interestingsimilaritybetween laborand capital. A firmthat
wishes to introducetechnological changes in capital will generallyfind
it less expensive to build a new plant than to retool an existing one,
which requiressubstantialsunk costs.4' A firmthat wishes to introduce
innovations in the managementof its labor resources may also find it
less expensive to open a new plant with new managersand workers. In
both cases the characteristicsof the capital stock and labor resources
are embodied in the old technology. Thus, when firms invest in the
relationship-specifichumancapitalof theirworkers,the firmis limiting
its future ability to make changes in workplaceorganization.

41. See Salter(1969) for a discussion of technologicalchange.

Comments
and Discussion

Comment by Robert W. Crandall: Several years ago I visited the
headquartersof the most successful steel companyin NorthAmericaa minimill. After hearingfrom its CEO its ratheruncomplicatedsecret
to its success-cooperative industrialrelationspracticesand extremely
prudent investment outlays on new scrap-basedplants-I asked the
CEO why the large, integratedfirmswould not quickly emulatehis and
eliminate any potentialgains from this simple strategy. He just smiled.
He and I both knew that the heritageof Big Steel's labor relations, its
existing labor contracts, and a long history of overengineeringeverything from executive hunting lodges to continuous casters made them
permanentlynoncompetitive.
In this paper Ichniowski and Shaw provide us with an elegant
empirical methodology that allows them to reach much the same conclusion: workers with long tenures in old, unionized steel plants are
thoroughlyresistantto change in labor practices. Workersin "reconstituted" plantsare, however, morelikely to acceptthese changes. And
workersin "new" facilities are most likely to change.
Missing from this analysis, however, are details aboutthe natureof
the union agreementsfor the period of their analysis, which by themselves could explain the authors' findings. In addition, I fear that the
analysis focuses on but one small part of the productivitypuzzle: the
proportionof the time that a productionline is actually running.There
is more to productivitythan "uptime." Otherwise,minimills could not
possibly enjoy the enormousproductivityadvantages(roughly 3 to 1)
over the integratedfirmsthat has allowed them to drive the largerfirms
56
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from virtually every product line that they have entered in the past
twenty years.I
The Production Process

The authorsstudy the behaviorof thirty-five"finishing lines" in the
steel industryduring the 1991-93 period, collecting confidentialdata
for an undefinedperiod that spans the 1980s and 1990s. Althoughthey
cannot tell us, it is a safe bet that the "finishing line" is a cold-rolling
mill that converts hot-rolledsheet into cold-rolled sheet for automotive
and appliance applicationsas well as for furthercoating. Cold-rolling
facilities are incrediblydiverse, rangingfrom simple reversingmills to
enormouscontinuouscold-rolling and annealingfacilities. The former
are found in large and small firms alike; the latter are found only in
large U.S. firms, often built and operatedwith an Asian partner.The
quality and productivityof these facilities vary enormously, as does
their output, because of differences in the width and gauge of products
rolled.
The Hypothesis

The authors offer the hypothesis that the probability of adopting
modern human resource management (HRM) practices that induce
workers into a more cooperative, productivemode of behavior is affected by the benefits of such practices to the firm and the cost of
inducing workersto make the necessary adjustment,including the human capital investmentrequired.The benefits depend on the expected
revenues from adoptingHRM, specifically, the improvementin output
and productquality. The costs of inducingworkersto mendtheir ways
is expected to rise with job tenureof both workersand managersbut to
decline with the probabilityof plant closure.
The Productivity Benefits

The benefits measuredby the authors,however, are only partof the
benefitsof changinglaborattitudesandpractices.IchniowskiandShaw
1. The jury is still out on commodity-gradesheet products, but, if the minimills
solve their metallics input problems (scrap is being exhausted by their expansion), I
wouldpredictthat most integratedproducerswill be driven from this marketas well.
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measure "productivity" by the proportionof time a line is operating,
assumingimplicitly that labor and capital are used in fixed proportions
when the line is in operation. But there are large differences in the
amountof labor used to operate and maintainthese facilities. I would
hazarda guess that the authorswere unableto obtainreliable estimates
of the direct and indirectlaborused in these facilities. Alternatively, it
may be that such data were simply unreliable. Therefore, the authors
used a proxy for productivity-the proportionof scheduled hours that
the mill actually operated.
Unfortunately,the proportionof scheduledtime that a mill operates
is only one determinantof productivity.Manningpractices,scheduling,
the variancein productwidths, anda varietyof otheroperatingpractices
are likely to be more important.In addition, the measureused by the
authorsresults in mean downtime (from schedule) of only 8 percent,
whereas total downtime for a cold-rolling mill is more likely to be in
the 20 percent range. One cannot be sure how "scheduled" time is
actually calculated or the extent to which measurementerroris correlated with the regressorsin the productivityequation.
Thus the authorsdo not measurethe impact of changing labor relations on laborproductivity.Instead, they measurethe impacton one of
the determinantsof productivity. Their results show that the most innovative labor-managementpracticesincreaseoperatingtime by 6 to 7
percent, a remarkablysmall effect given the productivity-enhancing
potential of changing manningpractices, scheduling, and other operating parameters.For example, I know of one cold-rolling mill in a
company, which recently changed management,that increasedits output by more than 60 percentin less than two years. Given the considerable inefficiency of many operationsin the 1980s, a 6 or 7 percent
improvementin outputis almost inconsequential.
"Adoption" Rates

Althoughthe authorshave not capturedthe full effects of innovative
labor relations on productivity, no one can seriously doubt that such
effects exist and are likely to be large. The interestingquestion thus
becomes: Why have such laborrelationspracticesnot been adoptedby
even the laggards in the industry? Only 8 percent of the authors'
"older" lines adopt their most innovative practices, denoted HRM1
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and HRM2. The rest of the dinosaursare mired in HRM3 and HRM4,
the antediluvianlabor-relationsmodes.
The authorsuse a multinomiallogit model to estimate the determinants of adopting each of the modern labor relations modes. Their
hypothesis is that worker and managertenure are inversely related to
the probabilityof adopting the more innovative approaches.Unfortunately, they were not providedwith workertenuredata, for reasonsthat
will be apparentbelow. Thus their results depend on the assumption
thatLINETEN,the numberof years thatthe line has been owned by the
currentmanagement,is a good proxy for workertenure. This is not an
unreasonableassumption.A linearmodel thatuses a weighted index of
the twenty-six different labor-managementpractices that are used to
construct HRM1 through HRM4 provides the same general results:
labor and managementtenure is bad for innovation.
The authors use a variety of technology "controls" in both their
productivity and adoption equations that they do not fully explain,
presumablybecause of the confidentialityof the data. These controls
could be crucial in explaining their productivitymeasures and could
conceivably lead to biased estimates of the various HRM measures. In
addition,the authorsinclude variablesfor the percentageof the product
sold in a national market (NATIONAL),and the number of "new"
competitorsis in the eye of the beholder. In fact, there is a great deal
of substitutabilityat the marginacross all cold-rolling mills. Even the
newest, most sophisticatedmills producea great deal of "secondary"
materialthat is channeledto the commodity-grademarket.Wide mills
can roll narrowproducts. Gauges can be adjusted.
The Role of Union Agreements

There is an alternativeexplanationfor the authors' "adoption" results that is rooted in the union agreementssigned by managementsin
triennialnegotiations in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These agreements provided for ever more attractivefringe benefit packages plus
protectionagainst plant closures. Specifically, workerswere provided
with early retirementbenefits in the event of a plant closure. Workers
whose age and job tenure added to 65 were given $400 a month plus
accruedretirementbenefits and health benefits in the event of a plant
closure; those whose age and tenure added to 70 or 80, dependingon
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their age, were provided the $400 a month plus retirementwithout
diminutionof benefits even if they took anotherjob.
Once a substantialshare of workersbecome eligible for these early
retirementbenefits, they would not be very receptive to new ideas
renderedby managementfor working more diligently or efficiently.
Moreover, because the present value of these added early retirement
benefitscould easily amountto $100,000 to $200,000 a worker-a sum
that would have to be accounted for in the company's balance sheet
when a closure is announced-a plant shutdowncould easily bankrupt
any company except U.S. Steel once a significant numberof workers
becameeligible for these benefits. The resultwas thatmanyplantswere
undoubtedlykept in operation at inefficient output levels so that the
firm could avoid taking these shutdown charges. In this atmosphere,
there may be no benefits to improvementsin the numberof hours that
a finishing mill operates because increased output would have to be
compensatedby reductionsin output and plant closures elsewhere.
When plants finally did close, their owners were generally forced
into bankruptcy.Republican, Jones and Laughlin, Youngstown Sheet
& Tube (all since consolidatedinto LTV Steel), Wheeling-Pittsburgh,
Charon, CF&I, and Kaiser Steel closed facilities and entered Chapter
11 proceedings. Most reopenedwith fewer facilities as the "reconstituted" mills, to use the authors'parlance.Besides sheddingtheirdebts
and some of their retirementobligations (throughthe Pension Benefit
GuarantyCorporation),these reconstitutionsgenerally included a new
labor agreementthat allowed more flexibility in manningpracticesand
more of HRM1 throughHRM3 of the authors'classification.
If I am correct, these early retirementpackages provide a potent
explanationfor why older plantswere so lackingin "innovative" labormanagementpractices. Managementscould not afford to shed their
workers, and workersknew this. The effect on productivitymust have
been devastating. This surmise is not at variance with the authors'
results;it simply makesthemappearsomewhatobvious. The interesting
question is why managementssigned such agreements. Perhaps Ichniowski andShaw could investigatethis questionin a subsequentpaper.
Their interviews for this project would surely be conducted in much
more pleasantlocations, such as south Floridaor Arizona, to which the
signatorieshave long since repaired.
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General Discussion: Severalparticipantscommentedon the apparently
slow diffusion of productivity-enhancinghumanresourcemanagement
(HRM)practices. Noting that the authorshad shown that very substantial economic gains are associatedwith new practicesthatraise production line uptime, RobertMcGuckinarguedthatthe slowness in adopting
such practices might be connected to the concerns of older workers
fearful of salaryreductionsand layoffs. Accordingto BronwynHall, a
period of productivitydecline is likely to occur when new HRM practices are forced upon older workers, causing firms to be reluctantto
introducethem to veteranlabor forces. She suggested that the authors
try to separate the purely economic determinantsof the diffusion of
new practicesfrom those associatedwith the resistanceof workersand
managersto change.
F. M. Schererpresentedanecdotalevidence to supportthe authors'
contention that manageriallegacy is an importantfactor affecting the
adoption of new HRM practices. He said that in 1973 he visited the
world's two newest 84-inch cold-strip steel mills-one in Japan, the
otherin Illinois. Accordingto Scherer,both plantshadnew work forces
and operatedwith the same cutting-edgetechnology, but the Japanese
mill appearedto be far more productive. The key difference between
the plants, he surmised, was management. The Japanese managers
urged their workers to devise new ways to operatethe mill more efficiently while minimizingwaste. The operatingteam workedin unison,
like a ballet company. The U.S. plant, in contrast,was dirtyandlittered
with defective coils, a likely sign of lax management. Feeding new
coils into the mill was plainly less well-coordinatedand slower than it
was in Japan.
Ariel Pakes said that monetarysunk costs must influence a firm's
decision to adopt new HRM practices. He arguedthat the importance
of such costs depends upon the growth rate of the firm, especially if
there is some probabilitythat it will go under. Accordingto Pakes, this
issue should be of particularconcern to the authors,because the steel
industryhas witnessed several declining and failing firms.
Pointing out that most cross-sectional industry studies have found
huge variationsin plant productivity,even when the same technology
is used within the same firm, Timothy Bresnahancontendedthat competitionmay not be a very effective mechanismfor creatingincentives
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to adopt productivity-enhancingpractices. As a result, he said, incremental changes in HRM practiceson existing productionlines may be
relativelyrare. Instead, he argued,the paperappearedto show thatnew
HRM practicesare generally adoptedin toto when an old line is reconstitutedor a new one is startedup-in other words, on those occasions
when a clear picture emerges of the costs and benefits associated with
these new practices.
Severalparticipantsalso discusseddata, measurement,andmodeling
issues. Frank Wolak argued that the authors' use of productionline
uptime as a measureof total factor productivitydiffered from the traditional definition of this concept as the ratio of output produced to
aggregateinputsused. He notedthattwo productionlines with the same
total factor productivitycould have different uptimes; the production
line with the lower uptime would use fewer inputs and thus produce
less output. Wolak also pointed out that the large estimatedfirst-order
serial correlationcoefficients associated with the errorsto the regressions strongly suggest that the adoption of new HRM practices is a
dynamic process. He recommended that the authors run additional
regressions including lags of the dependentand independentvariables
to capturethese dynamics, ratherthan assume autocorrelatederrorsin
a static regression model.
Pakes arguedthatthe authors'data should allow them to reconstruct
their model to test for the adoptionof each of the twelve HRM innovations they identified and, consequently, to see if there is genuine
complementarityamong them. He also said that the set of decisions
regardingwhich HRM practicesto adopt for new productionlines differs from those of existing lines; as a result, a separateanalysis for new
lines might be warranted.
Noting that the output of steel mills is not as homogeneous as, for
example, that of electricity generatingplants, Michelle White argued
thatthe authorsshould accountfor productdifferentiation.Some products, she said, are likely to be more profitablethan others on the basis
of capital per worker or per unit. In addition, she contended, it is
possible that certain types of output are naturallyassociated with less
productiondowntime than others. Agreeing with White's comments,
Peter Pashigiansaid that it might actually be optimal for some firmsto
producegoods of lower qualitythanthose of theircompetitors.Buyers,
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he argued, will be aware that they are receiving lower quality items,
which, in turn, should be reflected in lower prices. He noted that this
phenomenon occurs in the auto industry, where customers pay less
for Americancars than for Japaneseones because of assumed quality
differences.
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